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A

LECTURE
by

v v

PROFESSOR CIZEK

AFEW weeks ago I had the good fortune to attend

a lecture by Professor Cizek on Education. It

was given in a convent in Dobling, to the teachers

of Dobling.

The title of the lecture was :

'

Erziehung, ein Werden,

Wachsen und Sich-Vollenden Lassen," Education, con-

sidered as growth and self-fulfilment.

The Professor told us first of the great difficulties

he had had when he started, twenty years ago, to teach

children Art by the simple method of not teaching at all

in the accepted sense, but of letting the children teach

themselves. At that time, the whole body of teachers

had ranged itself against him and he had been put out of

court altogether. Now, after twenty years' work on these



lines, he was flattered to find that a large number of the

teaching profession all the pedagogues of Dobling had

thought it worth while to spend part of the one holiday

of the week listening to him. What he would like to

beseech them more than anything else was to free the

schools the}
r
taught in from themselves, i.e., from the

schoolmaster. Make your schools into something else

make them into gardens he implored, where flowers may

grow as they grow in the garden of God. The teacher ought

to learn to
"
hover like an invisible spirit

"
over his pupil,

always ready to encourage, but never to press or force.

He then spoke with great earnestness of the stupendous

heritage of each child. If the3
r wanted to make any

radical change in the child, they must change all his

forefathers too, he reminded them rather grimly, and

indicated by a bold metaphor how these stretched out,

ejjr
"
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Keratnic. BY HELENA KLAUNZNER. (See i>. 6 of Text.)



rank after rank, almost to infinity. Besides, he said, who

are we to tell what is bad and what is good in the child ?

Undoubtedly, the bad has also a good side to it.

Education begins with the parents. There are three

types of these first, those who are always fussing after

their children, controlling and correcting them and trying

to make them walk in the same paths as themselves ;

then the infinitely preferable variety, who neglect their

children altogether ; and lastly, the ideal kind, who

watch their children from a distance and are ready with

encouragement and friendship when that is needed.

The influence of environment may be very harmful.

As far as Art goes it is sacrilege to force a style upon a

child. A child, like a flower, must grow out of its own
roots if it is to come to fruition. Children live nowadays

altogether too sophisticated a life they see and hear

too much they are taken to cinemas and theatres, and

all sorts of alien influences play upon them. And here

the Professor alluded again wistfully to that island of his

in the middle of the sea
"
Far away, where no ship could

touch it." There he would have his garden of God, with

children growing in it like flowers,
"
out of their own roots,"

and not other people's.

The age he loved most was from one to seven. Then

the child is almost entire
'

Erbgut
'

(heritage) , and the

environment plays a small part. This is the age of purest

art. A child draws a great deal in this period, not because,

as grown-ups make out, he wants to communicate some-

thing, but because he wants to formulate his own ideas-

express what is in him.



From seven onwards to about fourteen he goes on

drawing and making from sheer delight in expression. He
works out of feeling, the intellect playing a very small part.

Museums ought to collect and preserve these art-

works of children. What living springs (Quellen des

lyebens) have been lost to the world because no one has

cared about them ! How sad, for instance, that we have

lost the works of Diirer and Titian as children. The

South Kensington Museum, in demanding a set of the

wood-cuts of his pupils, have made the first official step

in that direction. People make a great mistake in thinking

of child-art merely as a step to adult-art. It is a thing in

itself, quite shut off and isolated, following its own laws

and not the laws of the grown-up people. Once its

blossoming time is over it will never come again. The

crisis in a child's life usually comes about fourteen this

is the time of the awakening intellect. A child then

often becomes so critical of his own work that he is com-

pletely paralysed and unable to continue creative work.

Until then he has worked entirely out of feeling, unself-

consciously, spontaneously, pressed on by some urge

within him. Of course, there is no reason why the

Intellect should be a hindrance to Creation, it ought to be

a help. But quite often it is not. The teacher ought to

try and help the child to get over this crisis. Too much

pressure should be guarded against the child cannot

stand too great an inrush of knowledge. His personality

may disappear altogether under the multitude of outside

ideas and influences. In any case, the great break, the

caesura, comes at this period, and after that you have

either the art of the adult or no more creative epoch at all.



The Professor then passed to his own school,

illustrating his remarks by showing us on the screen

examples of their work.

He said that there were three distinct types of children.

First, those who grow from their own roots and are

unaffected by outside influence; second, those who are

affected by outside influences, but have strength enough
to keep their individuality; third, those whose inspiration

comes entirely from without and who, in consequence >

lose their personality altogether.

He took as typical of the first group four of his

children : Helena Klaunzner, Bella Vichon, Robert

Ullmann and Franz Probst.

Helena Klaunzner is an excellent example of pure

heritage (" reines Erbgut"). She lives in Vienna, but

her parents came from the Tyrol. From the beginning

the Professor strove to help this Tyrolese element in her

to find expression. This was the easier because Helena

spent her holidays in the Tyrol. She grew to love what

were really her natural surroundings very deeply and to-

understand them so intimately that she could represent

them in her pictures with remarkable truth and vigour.

The Tyrolean peasants at Church is an excellent illustration

of her style. The strong monumental figures are very

typical. She is always very serious there is nothing of

the Viennese about her. The crisis of adolescence had

been very noticeable in her. Her drawings had become

weak and sentimental, but now her old strength has come

back to her again. As her mother is the widow of an

official she is very poor, and Helena has had to learn



to be a milliner, but in her spare time she still comes

back to her art-class and is doing excellent work (see

pp. 2 and 3). ,

Bella Vichon belongs to a very poor family. There

is much genuine poetry in her nature and a great power of

feeling. Her love of Nature is so strong that she can

make the most charming Nature sketches entirely from

From wood-cut. BY BELLA VICHON.

memory. She lived for some time with the peasants in

Carinthia and on her return made three pictures the

house where she lived the woman of the house

and the children of the house. Bella Vichon kept an

illustrated diary for many years a thing the Professor

encouraged all his pupils to do. She has ten such

books a very valuable record. She is now making toys
in Berlin.



Funeral oj Franz Josef. BY R. ULLMANN.

Robert Ullmann is a child of the people. His father

works in a factory. The picture of the boy with the goats

made when he was thirteen shows his amazing vigour

and sense of rhythm. (This was the picture, by the way,

that reminded Sir Gilbert Murray in its strength and

vigour of the cave drawings of palaeolithic man
!)

His

extraordinary powers of observation were pointed out

in his rendering of the Funeral of Franz Josef. This had

made a great impression on him, the Professor said, and

immediately after seeing it he had come to the class and

cut it out of paper, using

a penknife on a hard

surface. It is a very

accurate rendering and

marvellous in its com-

Soldicr at Grave. BY R. ULLMAXX. HnatlOn of delicacy and

strength. There is a great deal of Stimmung (atmosphere

and feeling) in some of the others also, especially in the

silhouette of the soldier standing with his horse beside the
V

grave of a comrade. Cizek bemoaned the fact that Robert

Ullmann was now studying at the Academy of Art, being

turned out to pattern and losing his individuality.

Fugitives. BY R. ULLMANN.



Franz Probst is a remarkable instance of uninfluenced

personality. He will be remembered as the boy who has

such an uncanny skill in painting criminal and degraded

types.
'

These are the types that attracted him when he

wandered about the streets/' the Professor said,
"
though he

did not know at all what significance they had. He was a

na'ive and unspoiled child when he first started to make these

pictures, but he could not bear the normal and ordinary. He
was only interested in the abnormal and extraordinary.

How macabre and strange his imagination is ! Here is a

portrait of himself, for instance
'

and immediately there

appeared on the screen the picture of a skull with a dagger at

one side of it and a candle on the other. This was not a

dagger that the boy possessed, we were told. It was his

greatest desire to have one. He had wandered all over

Vienna trying to find one, and at last discovered one which

BY FRANZ PROBST.
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BY FRANZ PROBST.

exactly fulfilled his ideals in an antiquarian shop, but, alas !

the shopkeeper demanded too high a price for it, and now

all he had was the drawing of it. As for the portrait, he

had looked into the glass one night by candle-light, pressing

back his cheeks until all he was conscious of was the

bony skull. That was the truest portrait of himself he

could make, he thought. Other pictures, one of himself

as a grown-up soldier deserting the ranks, and another of

skeletons under the sea with strange fish and sea creatures

swimming round them, showed the sort of impressions

that the war had made upon his mind. Franz Probst

is now a gentle, shy lad studying Art at the Academy. His

favourite subjects at the moment are trees and fields !

10



As illustrative of the second group of children (i.e.,

those who are affected by outside influences but have

strength enough to keep their own individuality) the

Professor took Ine Probst, the sister of Franz, and Gertrude

Brausewetter. He lingered affectionately over the pictures

of Ine Probst.
" How observant she is of little children,"

he exclaimed,
'

with what understanding, with what

kindness she represents them. She has not the originality

W15
WEN

INE
PROBST
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of her brother, but there is great tenderness and charm in her

imagination."

The next pictures that appeared on the screen were

those of Gertrude Brausewetter. We saw her first artistic

effort, a series of figures very stiff and rigid, with their

feet at right angles to their legs like table feet. This

picture was viewed with great scorn by one art-master,
V

who told Cizek that he would never make anything of

that child and he might as well send her away at once.
"
But look at the strength of these figures," the outraged

BY GERTRUDE BRAUSEWETTER.

Professor had cried, "they are as monumental as the

Sphinx, as powerful as figures in a bas-relief of Ancient

Egypt. How characterised they are and what rhythm
there is in spite of their stiffness !

"

Later on Gertrude Brausewetter turned out one
of the most skilful of his pupils. The wood-cut is

the mode of expression which she likes besther
favourite subjects are Madonnas and angels. These

12



Wood-cut. BY GERTRUDE BRAUSEWETTER.
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wood-cuts she does straight on to the blocks, without any

preliminary sketches. It is easy to see that a religious educa-

tion has had a great influence over her, but, at the same

time, she has retained her individuality. Her feeling for

composition and her sense of design are very remarkable.

Keramic. BY IDA BOHATTER.
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Belonging to the third group are Ida Bohatter and

Eric lyederer. Ida Bohatter's father is librarian at the

University. She has always lived among pictures and

books and all her drawings show their influence upon her.

She has a very strong sense of decoration and ornament,

as can be seen in her Creation of the flowers and also in

her keramic of the girl with the mandoline works

which show the most remarkable technical skill but little

or no originality of imagination (see p. 14).

Eric Lederer is the child of very rich parents and was

brought up among pictures and books. Klimt was a friend

of the family's, and one can see the influence of artists

like Klimt and Aubrey Beardsley in all his drawings

(see p. 15 and below).
' He produces nothing now at

all he is so rich," the Professor added sadly in the

tone of one who remembers how hardly the rich man
enters the Kingdom.

F. M. W.

BY ERIC LEDERER
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